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Abstract

Previous research has shown that speakers of English use vowel length as a subphonemic
cue to the voicing of a following obstruent. Countless studies have demonstrated adults’ ability to
make a voicing judgement based upon vowel length but studies with children have provided mixed
and sometimes conflicting results. In the present study, we sought to first determine whether adults
would exhibit varying sensitivity to vowel length based upon whether it is found in a position
where it is predictive of the phonemic status of another sound (i.e. serving as a subphonemic cue).
Second, we removed top-down information in order to isolate the acoustic system and better
understand children’s sensitivity to subphonemic vowel length from 4 to 6 years of age. Both
adults and children completed a sound discrimination task where they listened to pairs of nonce
words that differed only in the length of their vowel and were asked to indicate their level of
similarity. In the adult study (N=63), participants revealed higher levels of sensitivity to vowel
length preceding an obstruent showing that a subphonemic position boosts perceptibility for vowel
length. Results from the child studies (N=73, MEAN AGE=5;5.6) demonstrate that children from 4 to
6 years of age treat subphonemic vowel length quite differently from adults. First, children fail to
show sensitivity at the same level as adults. Specifically, 5- and 6-year-olds require vowel length
differences that are twice as large to show sensitivity and 4-year-olds do not show sensitivity even
at the larger lengths. Second, children do not reveal varying sensitivity based upon whether the
vowel is in a location where it could be used subphonemically. Together, this study reveals that
children from 4 to 6 months of age are unable to demonstrate subphonemic sensitivity at least
when tested in an explicit way similar to adults. This suggests that children have not fully
developed their native phonology by the time they are 6-years-old.
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1. BACKGROUND
1.1 Phonemic vs. Phonetic
Consider the words ‘cab’ [kæb] and ‘cap’ [kæp] in English. Although they are quite
different semantically, acoustically they are similar in many ways. They share the first two
phonemes, and the final phoneme varies in only one dimension: voicing. Voicing is
characterized by the presence (i.e. voiced) or lack (i.e. voiceless) of vocal fold vibration during
articulation. Because a change in voicing would result in a different word, voicing is considered
to be phonemic. Acoustic properties that are phonemic are critical for meaning and thus
important dimensions for the listener to encode. However, not all acoustic properties are critical
for meaning. For instance, the speed at which a word is spoken would not result in a different
word. These acoustic properties that are not critical for meaning are considered to be phonetic.
Historically, phonological theory has assumed that sounds belong to one of these two distinct
categories based upon their importance for meaning.
1.2 Acoustic Cues
How does the perceptual system know whether there was vocal fold vibration to
determine voicing? As it turns out, this is not an easy question to answer. There are a variety of
acoustic cues that serve to indicate the phonemic status of a sound (Repp, 1982). These cues are
not themselves phonemic because they would not constitute a different word, but they are critical
for speech recognition because they provide information about the phonemic status of a sound.
We will refer to these cues as subphonemic because they are meaningful but below the level of
the phoneme. What makes this more challenging, however, is that a phonemic contrast is rarely,
if ever, indicated by a single acoustic cue and oftentimes many, sometimes conflicting, cues
serve to indicate a single phonemic contrast (McMurray et al., 2008). For instance, voicing is
cued by voice onset time (Liberman et al., 1961), vowel length (Miller & Dexter, 1988), F1 onset
frequency (Stevens & Klatt, 1974), and pitch (Haggard et al., 1970) all arriving at different time
courses during speech (McMurray et al., 2008). Toscano & McMurray (2012) demonstrated that
listeners weigh cues based on their reliability in determining phonological properties. Thus, more
reliable cues will be weighed more strongly than less reliable cues.
Phonemic recognition not only relies on these ‘bottom-up’ acoustic cues, it also relies on
‘top-down’ contextual cues. For instance, Rubin et al. (1976) found that initial consonants were
recognized more quickly when in words compared to nonwords. These results suggest that the
context of being in a word can influence the use of acoustic cues. Likewise, well-known work by
Ganong (1980) has suggested that an ambiguous speech sound is categorized based on other
sounds in the word and crucially whether it would constitute a lexical item. For example, if an
ambiguous sound between [d] and [t] was presented at the beginning of ‘ash’ [æʃ] listeners
would be more likely to report having heard a [d] because ‘dash’ [dæʃ] is a word in English and
‘tash’ [tæʃ] is not. More recently, Brock & Nation (2014) investigated the influence of contextual
top-down cues using eye-tracking and found that participants were quicker to look to the target
word when semantic context relevant to that word was provided. When context was not
provided, participants took longer to look to target suggesting that participants more strongly
considered phonetically viable competitors. Finally, work on phonemic restoration, a
phenomenon when listeners report having heard phonemes that were absent in the speech stream,
indicates that restoring a lost phoneme relies on the combination of top-down and bottom-up
cues (Samuel, 1981; Warren, 1970). Reaching a phonemic decision is a difficult feat as it
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involves the integration of many sources of information that are both acoustic and contextual in
nature.
1.3 Voicing, Voice Onset Time, and Vowel Length
Recall, voicing is determined by whether there is vocal fold vibration during articulation.
Voice onset time (VOT), the amount of time between the release of articulatory closure and the
onset of voicing, has often been considered a model cue category system for voicing (Andruski
et al., 1994; McMurray et al., 2002; Pisoni & Tash, 1974). In other words, VOT appears to be
one of the closest examples in speech perception of a single cue indicating a phonemic contrast.
However, vowel length (Denes, 1955; Hogan & Rozsypal, 1980; Miller & Dexter, 1988; Port &
Dalby, 1982; Toscano & McMurray, 2012; Warren & Marslen-Wilson, 1988), F1 onset
frequency (Stevens & Klatt, 1974), and pitch (Haggard et al., 1970) also cue voicing. This paper
will focus on vowel length (VL) as a cue to voicing. VL participates in a trading relation with
VOT such that when the phonemic information provided by one is ambiguous, the other can
make up for the difference (Miller & Volaitis, 1989; Summerfield, 1981). In other words, if a
listener is presented with an ambiguous VOT, VL can serve as a stronger cue to voicing. Some
have considered the strength of VL in determining voicing to be strictly tied to its relationship
with VOT. However, a study by Toscano and McMurray (2012) indicated that VL is not only
useful in conjunction with VOT but serves as a separate cue itself indicating voicing. Similar to
how phonemic contrasts are indicated by several acoustic cues, acoustic cues can serve to inform
multiple phonemic contrasts. As such, VL also serves to cue vowel quality (Hillenbrand et al.,
2000), manner (Miller & Liberman, 1979; Miller & Wayland, 1993; Shinn et al., 1985), and
syllable structure (Salverda et al., 2003). Not only is VL an acoustic cue for a variety of
phonemic contrasts, in some languages it is itself phonemic. In Czech for example, a change in
the length of the vowel would result in a different word (Chládková et al., 2013) thus we would
say that they have phonemic vowel length. Regardless of whether a language exhibits phonemic
vowel length, VL serves as an important cue to many phonemic contrasts including voicing.
1.4 The Vowel Length Effect
It is well documented in English that vowels preceding voiced sounds are longer in
duration than voiceless sounds (Allen & Miller, 1999; Chen, 1970; House, 1961; House &
Fairbanks, 1953; Kessinger & Blumstein, 1998; Klatt, 1973; Lisker, 1957; Luce & Charles-Luce,
1985; Peterson & Lehiste, 1960; Sharf, 1962). Namely, the ratio of vowel length before voiced
and voiceless consonants in English is 3:2 (Peterson & Lehiste, 1960; Sharf, 1962). Following
Ko et al. (2009), we will call this pattern between VL and voicing where longer vowels are found
preceding voiced sounds and shorter vowels are found preceding voiceless sounds the vowel
length effect (VLE). Although it is not universal, the VLE has been documented in many of the
world’s languages including Hindi (Maddieson & Gandour, 1975), French, Russian, Korean
(Chen, 1970), Danish (Fischer-Jorgensen, 1964), Dutch (Slis & Cohen, 1969), and Norwegian
(Fintoft, 1961) to name a few. However, some languages do not exhibit the VLE such as Arabic
(Flege & Port, 1981), Polish, and Czech (Keating, 1985).
Because the VLE is so common, many have proposed production-based explanations for
its occurrence (several are reviewed in Kluender et al., 1988). For instance, Belasco (1953)
proposed that more energy or ‘physiological force’ is required to articulate a voiceless consonant
than a voiced consonant and as a result of the extra strain of articulating a voiceless consonant,
the vowel is shorter. Others argue that vowels are lengthened in front of voiced consonants to
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allow time for laryngeal closure (Raphael, 1975). Kluender et al. (1988) instead offers a
perceptual explanation. They propose that speakers produce vowels at different lengths to exploit
the durational contrast of the following consonant. However, regardless of why the VLE exists,
speakers of English are aware of its presence and utilize it for voicing determinations.
Countless perceptual studies have shown that English-speakers use vowel length as a cue
to determine obstruent voicing (Denes, 1955; Hogan & Rozsypal, 1980; Port & Dalby, 1982;
Toscano & McMurray, 2012; Warren & Marslen-Wilson, 1988). Perhaps the first of which was a
study by Denes (1955) where participants were presented with synthesized 1-syllable words
ending in voiceless fricatives and were asked to indicate whether the fricative was voiced or
voiceless in a forced-choice task. Crucially, the length of the vowel preceding the fricative was
varied. The results indicated that participants were more likely to perceive a voiced fricative
when the vowel was longer even though there was no internal voicing. This finding was
monumental at the time because it revealed that not only internal, but also external, acoustic cues
can indicate a phonemic contrast. The VLE seems to have primary importance determining the
voicing of an obstruent in coda position (Klatt, 1973, 1976; Sharf, 1962), but English-speakers
have been shown to use VL as a cue to obstruent voicing word-finally (Denes, 1955; Hogan &
Rozsypal, 1980; Warren & Marslen-Wilson, 1988), word-medially (Port & Dalby, 1982) and
word-initially (Toscano & McMurray, 2012). Vowel length serves as a critical cue to the voicing
of a following consonant in English as a result of the VLE.
1.5 Phonological Development
The current understanding of phonological development is that children are born
“universal listeners” ready to acquire the phonology of any of the world’s languages (Werker,
1995; Kuhl et al., 2005; Nakisa & Plunkett, 1998; Kuhl, 2004). This understanding claims that
infants have the perceptual capabilities to discriminate any phonemic contrast that could exist in
a language. Countless studies have demonstrated that young infants are able to discriminate
phonemic contrasts for languages of which they are not exposed to supporting the claim that they
are universal listeners. For instance, it has been shown that English-learning infants are able to
discriminate phonemic contrasts in Zulu (Best et al., 1988), Hindi (Werker et al., 1981),
Nthlakampx (Werker & Tees, 1984a), and Czech (Trehub, 1976) to name a few. Over time,
however, infants’ acoustic perception becomes tuned to the language(s) of which they are
learning and as a result they lose the ability to distinguish nonnative contrasts (Bosch &
Sebastián-Gallés, 2003; Burns et al., 2007; Kuhl et al., 2006; Polka & Werker, 1994; Trehub,
1976; Werker & Lalonde, 1988; Werker & Tees, 1984a). It is estimated that infants develop the
phonemic categories for vowels between 4 and 6 months of age and for consonants between 10
and 12 months of age (Chládková & Paillereau, 2020).
However, not all phonemic contrasts are created equally. For instance, Swedish infants
have difficulty discriminating between [ɑ] and [a] but not [ɑ] and [ɔ] even though they are all
phonemic contrasts of Swedish (Lacerda, 1992). Additionally, Kuhl et al. (2006) demonstrated
that English-learning infants have difficulty distinguishing [ɹ] and [l] until about 10 to 12 months
although these phonemes are native phonemic categories of English. Narayan (2020) proposed
an acoustic perspective of infants’ speech recognition arguing that infants’ difficulty or delayed
development of certain phonemic contrasts is a reflection of the acoustic similarity (see also
Narayan et al., 2010). In other words, infants struggle to acquire phonemic contrasts that are very
similar acoustically. Over the first year of life, infants’ phonology becomes tuned to the
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language(s) for which they are learning. However, acoustic contrasts that are more perceptually
similar might be more difficult to acquire.
1.5.1 Vowel Length Development
Vowel length might be an example of a contrast that is particularly difficult to acquire
(Narayan, 2020). Support for this claim comes from studies where infants have difficulty
discriminating vowel length even though it is a phonemic contrast native to their language. For
instance, a study by Mugitani et al. (2009) tested vowel length discrimination for Japaneselearning infants where vowel length is phonemic in Japanese. Results show that 10-month-old
Japanese infants were able to discriminate vowel length but 18-month-olds could not. The
authors suggest that the Japanese 10-month-olds are discriminating based on low-level acoustic
differences. At 18-months, Japanese infants’ developing phonology interferes with their length
discrimination. Another study found that 4- and 7.5-month-old Japanese-learning infants were
not sensitive to vowel length differences while 9.5-month-olds were (Sato et al., 2010)
suggesting that infants are not born with the ability to discriminate vowel length differences but
rather that it develops over time. These findings are problematic for the idea that infants are
universal listeners because they show evidence for certain phonemic contrasts (i.e. vowel length)
that infants might not be born ready to acquire. Perhaps the challenging nature of acquiring
phonemic vowel length can explain the difficulty of subphonemic vowel length.
The majority of the studies testing infants’ knowledge of phonemes rely on implicit
discrimination tasks due to the obvious limitations of testing this population. However, studying
implicit discrimination is quite limiting and research in many areas of development indicates that
children act differently in implicit and explicit tasks. For instance in theory of mind literature,
15-month-old infants show implicit sensitivity to the belief states of others (theory of mind)
when measured with looking time (Onishi & Baillargeon, 2005) but consistently fail explicit
false belief tasks until the age of four (Wellman et al., 2001).
1.5.2 Subphonemic Development
A few recent studies have tested children’s subphonemic development of various acoustic
cues. For instance, one such study found that 24- and 29-month-olds were sensitive to vowel-tovowel coarticulation mismatches (Paquette-Smith et al., 2016). Of course, this paper focuses on
children’s development of vowel length as a subphonemic cue to voicing. Researchers have
investigated subphonemic vowel length in children in three main ways: infant discrimination,
child production, and child perception.
Infant discrimination. Research has generally indicated that young infants are able to
show implicit discrimination of vowel length. However, their discrimination is less robust than
adults and they are still beginning to develop awareness of the VLE. Eilers et al. (1984)
conducted one of the earliest studies testing subphonemic vowel length in English-learning
infants using a Visually Reinforced Infant Speech Discrimination (VRISD) paradigm which
reinforces head turns towards a change in the stimulus. In the study, 5- to 11-month-old infants
were tested on their ability to discriminate varying vowel lengths preceding word-final [d] in 1-,
2-, and 3-syllable words. The stimuli were created such that the vowels were either 300ms,
400ms, 500ms, or 600ms in length. Infants were able to marginally discriminate duration
differences and their discrimination improved as the duration difference became larger leaving
the authors to conclude that a 67% increase in vowel length was required for perception.
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Although they were able to find marginal discrimination, it was much lower than the
discrimination rate for adults. Additionally, the 300-600ms vowel lengths are extremely
exaggerated and thus unrealistic for natural speech. The researchers also tested infants’
discrimination of [mæd] and [mæt] without VL as a cue to voicing leaving internal voicing cues
as the only available cues. Somewhat surprisingly, infants were unable to discriminate basedupon internal voicing cues which the authors speculate to suggest that vowel length is a primary
cue to voicing determinations at this age.
Another study by Mugitani et al. (2009) used a habituation-switch discrimination design
where infants were habituated to a nonce word with a long vowel (e.g. [ta:ku]) or short vowel
(e.g. [taku]). Looking time was measured to determine if infants would display different rates of
looking when presented with a stimulus of the same or different vowel length as the habituated
word where different rates of looking would indicate that they were sensitive to the vowel length
difference. Results indicated that 18-month-old English-learning infants were able to
discriminate the nonce words, thus indicating that they were sensitive to vowel length in a
subphonemic position when tested through an implicit measure.
Finally, a study by Ko et al. (2009) tested whether infants expected vowel length and
voicing to pattern in accordance with the VLE. To test their awareness of the VLE, Ko et al.
(2009) tested whether infants would detect a mismatch in VL and obstruent voicing by
measuring their looking time. A ‘mismatch’ was characterized by a short vowel followed by a
voiced stop (e.g. [bæg]) or a long vowel followed by a voiceless stop (e.g. [bæ:k]). A ‘match’
was characterized as patterns in accordance with the VLE (e.g. [bæ:g], [bæk]). Half of the infants
were presented with long vowels followed by voiced and voiceless stops (e.g. [bæ:g], [bæ:k],
[kʌ:b], [kʌ:p], [pɪ:g], [pɪ:k]) and half were presented with short vowels followed by voiced and
voiceless stops (e.g. [bæg], [bæk], [kʌb], [kʌp], [pɪg], [pɪk]). Interestingly, the results indicated
that 8-month-olds did not show different rates of looking time across matches and mismatches
and 14-month-olds were sensitive to the mismatch only when the vowel was long but not when it
was short. This work suggests that awareness to the VLE develops between 8 and 14 months.
Research on infant discrimination has indicated that 5- to 11-month-olds are able to marginally
discriminate vowel length in a subphonemic position (Eilers et al., 1984), 18-month-olds are able
to discriminate vowel length in a subphonemic position (Mugitani et al., 2009), and 14- but not
8-month-olds are aware of the VLE (Ko et al., 2009). Together these results indicate that young
infants are able to discriminate vowel length differences, at least when tested implicitly, and are
beginning to develop sensitivity to the VLE.
Child production. Another line of work exploring children’s development of
subphonemic vowel length comes from their production. In general, production studies show that
young children are relatively adept at using the VLE. For instance, studies have revealed that
children produce patterning consistent with the VLE at 21 months (Naeser, 1970), 2 years (Ko,
2007; Buder & Stoel-Gammon, 2002), 3 years, and 4 years (Raphael et al., 1980). However, an
earlier study by Stoel-Gammon & Buder (1999) reported that only 50% of the 2-year-olds
produced patterns with the VLE suggesting that production of the VLE at younger ages might
not be as robust.
Child perception. Studies investigating older children’s perception of subphonemic vowel
length have demonstrated mixed results. An early study by Greenlee (1980) tested children’s
voicing determinations of a word-final obstruent. In the study, children listened to familiar words
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and indicated which word they heard of a minimal pair that differed only in the voicing of the
final obstruent (e.g. bag, back) by pressing a button corresponding to an image. The stimuli were
manipulated to strengthen the influence of vowel length on voicing. For words with voiced final
obstruents (e.g. bag, buzz) voicing internal to the consonant was removed and the preceding
vowel was shortened. For words with voiceless final obstruents (e.g. back, bus) the preceding
vowel was lengthened. Thus, the researchers were able to determine if vowel length could cause
participants to make voicing determinations that were contrary to the original voicing of the
obstruent. Results indicated that adults and 6-year-olds were able to make a voicing decision that
was contrary to the original voicing but in line with the vowel length. However, 3-year-olds
always responded based upon original voicing. These results suggest that the subphonemic use of
vowel length develops between 3 and 6 years of age.
However, a subsequent study by Wardrip-Fruin & Peach (1984) produced conflicting
results. In their study, they also tested 3- and 6-year-olds and adults using English words ending
in stops. They manipulated the stimuli by removing various cues for the voicing of the final
obstruent to determine the relative weight of formant transitions, internal voicing, and preceding
vowel length. Participants were again asked to press a button corresponding to the image of the
word that they heard. Contrary to Greenlee (1980), they found that the 3-year-olds weighed
vowel length as a stronger cue to voicing than 6-year-olds and adults.
Adding further complication, Krause (1982) found that 3- and 6-year-olds were able to
make a voicing decision based upon vowel length when it was the only available cue to voicing
in 1-syllable words but demonstrated a different threshold than adults. Again, the participants
were tested in an explicit manner where they responded by pressing a button corresponding to
the picture of the word for which they heard. In order for children to switch from a voiceless to
voiced decision, children required longer vowel lengths than adults demonstrating a different
threshold. However, it is difficult to reconcile these results because it is impossible to determine
the extent to which top-down cues influence perception because four of the test words were
expected to be familiar to children (e.g. back, bag, bib, pot), one was expected to be unfamiliar
(e.g. pod), and one was a nonce word (e.g. bip). It is difficult to reconcile the conflicting findings
found with child perception. Perhaps the conflicting findings suggest that children’s
subphonemic vowel length is still developing and somewhat fragile at these ages. Taken
together, work on subphonemic vowel length in children broadly suggests that infants are able to
show implicit sensitivity, children produce patterns consistent with the VLE from a young age,
and results are mixed on whether older children can make a voicing judgement based upon
vowel length.
1.5.3 Word Learning and Word Recognition
More recently, researchers have considered how differing vowel length might interact
with word learning or word recognition. In one such study, Dietrich et al. (2007) tested Dutchand English-learning 1.5-year-olds’ ability to learn words that differed only in the length of the
vowel. They were taught the novel words [tam] and [ta:m] in a switch procedure. Dutch infants
but not English infants were able to learn that [tam] and [ta:m] were distinct words suggesting
that they treat vowel length as lexically contrastive while English infants did not. This is
consistent with their native phonology as vowel length is phonemic in Dutch but not English.
However, based on this study we cannot determine whether English-infants have subphonemic
vowel length because the vowel was not before an obstruent.
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A subsequent study by Swingley & van deer Feest (2019) tested infants’ ability to
recognize words with a subphonemic mismatch. 21-month-old English-learning infants were
presented with familiar CVC words that, crucially, ended in an obstruent (e.g. bed, keys, dog,
cup). The researchers used a mispronunciation design with language-guided looking which relies
on the fact that children fixate to named images less when the pronunciation is noncanonical.
The length of the vowels was manipulated such that some stimuli consisted of mismatches
between vowel length and voicing and others consisted of matches between vowel length and
voicing. Interestingly, infants did not fixate at different rates as a function of the
mispronunciation showing that word recognition was not hindered by a subphonemic mismatch.
We would not expect infants to reach a different lexical decision due to a subphonemic mismatch
but it is surprising that they do not show different patterns of looking. This is interesting because
studies of phonetic specificity show that children’s recognition of familiar words is hindered by
phonemic mispronunciations (Swingley & Aslin, 2000). Together, these results suggest that
children’s word recognition of familiar words is influenced by acoustic properties that are
phonemic but not subphonemic. Note however, that the lack of hindrance due to subphonemic
mismatch does not mean that children are unaware of subphonemic patterns but rather that they
do not consider the subphonemic level when recognizing familiar words.
1.5.4 Phonetic Specificity and Upper-Level Cues
Although infants have developed the phonemic categories of their language between 10
and 12 months of age (Chládková & Paillereau, 2020) recent studies have shown that they fail to
apply these skills when mapping novel words to meaning. For instance, Stager & Werker (1997)
conducted a study where 14-month-olds were taught labels for two objects where the two words
were either phonetically similar (e.g. ‘bih’ and ‘dih’) or phonetically dissimilar (e.g. ‘lif’ and
‘neem’). Results showed that children were able to learn the word-object pairings for the
phonetically dissimilar words but not the phonetically similar words. In a follow-up study both
8-month-old and 14-month-old infants were tested in a similar word-learning task where they
were taught one label instead of two. Interestingly, they found that 8-month-old infants were able
to notice the difference between the learned word ‘bih’ and a phonetically similar novel word
‘dih’ but, 14-month-old infants were not. These results suggest that when the older infants map
sound to meaning they are less sensitive to phonemic differences and younger infants are
showing more phonemic sensitivity because they aren’t linking to meaning and are instead
simply discriminating the sounds.
A subsequent study tested whether older children had a bias towards consonant or vowel
identities in a word-learning task (Havy et al., 2011). In the task, French-learning 3- , 4- and 5year-olds were taught two labels for two words that different in a consonant and a vowel (e.g.
[byf] and [duf]). At test, children were presented with a word that matched in either the
consonant or vowel of the previously learned words (e.g. [buf] or [dyf]) and crucially had to
choose whether to map based on the matching consonant or vowel. The 3-year-olds exhibited a
consonant-bias where they chose to map to the word with the matching consonant rather than
matching vowel suggesting that they consider consonants to be more lexically contrastive than
vowels. However, 4- and 5-year-olds did not exhibit this bias suggesting that by the time
children are 4 years they assign equal lexical weight to consonants and vowels. Perhaps this
initially lower lexical weight given to phonemic vowel contrasts could translate into
subphonemic vowel length. Overall, these studies indicate that when children are mapping words
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to meaning they are often less specific with their phonemic representations even though they are
aware of the phonemic contrasts that exist in their language.
1.6 Other Uses of Vowel Length
1.6.1 Glides
Recent work suggests that speakers use vowel length subphonemically to identify a glide
in vowel hiatus (Hogoboom, 2020). Vowel hiatus is a configuration that exists in some languages
where two vowels are found adjacent to one another across a syllable boundary (V.V).
Interestingly, when a high front vowel (e.g. [i]) precedes a lower, backer vowel (e.g. [ə], [ɑ]) the
transition between the vowels exhibits the acoustic signature of a glide (i.e. [j]) resulting in what
we will call an ‘acoustic glide.’ Figure 1 below demonstrates the acoustic similarity between an
acoustic glide that arose from transition between [i] and [ə] in vowel hiatus (left) and an actual
glide (right).

k

i

ə

j

ə

Figure 1. Spectrogram of [kiə] and [jə]
The spectrogram above illustrates an instance of vowel hiatus (left) and a
glide (right) where the acoustic patterning is almost identical (circled in red).

Because of the similar acoustic patterns of the transition between [i] and [ə] and a [j], [iə] and
[ijə] are confusable to speakers. Work with English-speakers has demonstrated the they are more
likely to perceive a glide in hiatus when the preceding vowel is long rather than short
(Hogoboom, 2020). This pattern is stronger between words (i.e. where English contrasts [i#jə]
and [i#ə]) than within a word (i.e. where English does not contrast [ijə] and [iə]). Some
languages, such as Mandarin and Korean, likely exhibit this contrast within a word (Hogoboom,
2020). For instance, Korean has a minimal pair [kiʌ] ‘crawl’ and [kijʌ] ‘contribution’
demonstrating that they must contrast these forms. Analyzing production from Korean and
Mandarin speakers supports the claim that like English-speakers, they use vowel length
subphonemically to identify a glide (Hogoboom, 2020). Hogoboom (2020) found that the
speakers did not produce durational differences between the transition between [i] and [ə] and a
glide. However, she found that speakers of both languages produced longer vowels preceding
forms that were said to contain a glide than preceding forms without glides.
1.6.2 Final Lengthening
Final lengthening is a cross-linguistic phenomenon that occurs in many of the world’s
languages wherein sounds at the end of a prosodic domain are lengthened (Crystal & House,
1988; Johnson & Martin, 2001; Lunden, 2017; Nakai et al., 2009). Although final lengthening
might have its origins at higher prosodic domains, such as phrase finally, it has been noted to
occur at the word level. Many have speculated about the potential usefulness of final lengthening
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for speakers. Klatt (1976) suggests that final lengthening serves to indicate the end of a phrase or
domain. There has also been evidence that final lengthening cues can facilitate word
segmentation (Elordieta et al., 2005). In English, White and Turk (2010) note that final
lengthening might be particularly strong as a result of its stress system. Although final
lengthening is not subphonemic, as it does not indicate the phonemic status of a sound, it is a
tendency that occurs in English that speakers are likely aware of.
1.7 The Current Study
The current study seeks first to determine whether adults will be differentially sensitive to
vowel length based upon whether it is found in a subphonemic position. Unlike previous studies,
we asked not whether adults could make a voicing determination based upon vowel length but
rather if the length would be more perceptible in a position where the length is predictive. We
test adults’ sensitivity in four environments two of which are not subphonemic (word-final and
baseline), one which might be subphonemic (before a glide), and one which has been shown to
be subphonemic in English (preceding an obstruent).
We also compare the adult sensitivity in baseline and the obstruent condition to children,
improving upon the previous child literature in several ways. We chose crucially to test
sensitivity and not phonemic decision making in order to eliminate the top-down cues that would
be involved in testing children with known words and the mapping to meaning required to map
to a picture. This allowed us to isolate the acoustic system and gain a better understanding of
children’s subphonemic vowel length from 4 to 6 years. The study itself consisted of an explicit
sound discrimination task that could be compared across children and adults using nonce words.
We suggest that the lower level of phonetic detail children provide when using upper-level word
learning skills might explain children’s lack of sensitivity to subphonetic (as in Dietrich et al.,
2007) and subphonemic (as in Swingley & van deer Feest, 2019) vowel length. Additionally,
perhaps the top-down cues as a result of using familiar words and mapping to meaning (i.e. by
requiring children to press a button corresponding to a picture) can explain the conflicting results
we find in Greenlee (1980), Wardrip-Fruin & Peach (1984), and Krause (1982).
2. ADULT STUDY
2.1 Purpose and Hypotheses – Adult Study
The adult study was created to determine whether vowel length would be differentially
perceptible based upon its predictiveness as a subphonemic cue. Specifically, whether vowel
length differences may be more perceptible before an obstruent where adults have been shown to
use it as a subphonemic cue to voicing. The study was designed to provide a comparison for
children to determine their use of subphonemic vowel length from 4 to 6 years. Crucially, by
using nonce words we eliminated top-down cues in order to isolate the acoustic perceptual
system. We made two main hypotheses regarding the adult study. First, we hypothesize that
larger length differences will be more perceptible than smaller length differences overall. The
second hypothesis is that adults would show varying perceptibility of vowel length based on its
position within the word. Specifically, we expect vowel lengths that are found before an
obstruent to be more perceptible than other places in the word. The hypotheses for the adult
study are illustrated below.
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Hypothesis 1: Larger vowel length differences will be more perceptible than shorter
vowel length differences.
Hypothesis 2: Adults will show varying perceptibility of vowel length based on whether
it is found in a subphonemic position.
Hypothesis 1 predicts that participants will provide less yes perfect match responses at higher
length difference levels. Hypothesis 2 predicts that participants will respond yes perfect match
significantly less in the OBSTRUENT environment compared to other environments. See method
section below for more details.
2.2 Method – Adult Study
Participants.
Sixty-six native English-speaking adults between the ages of 18 and 57 (MEAN: 21.83
years) were recruited from the William & Mary SONA participant pool and social media. Of
those recruited 43 identified as female, 22 as male, and 1 as nonbinary. All participants were
native speakers of English and two were also native speakers of Spanish, one of Urdu, three of
Mandarin, one of Vietnamese, one of Tagalog, and one of Korean. Those recruited through
SONA consisted of William & Mary students enrolled in introductory Psychology and
Linguistics courses who received class credit for their participation. All participants were
required to provide written consent to participate in the study. Of the 66 adults recruited, 3 were
excluded for completing the study more than once leaving 63 participants included in the study
(N=63).
Design.
The study consisted of a sound discrimination task where participants listened to pairs of
phonemically identical nonce words and were asked to indicate the level of similarity across the
pair. The design was within-subjects where all participants were exposed to all levels of the
independent variables. Two independent variables were manipulated in this study:
ENVIRONMENT and LENGTH. Response was recorded as the dependent measure.
ENVIRONMENT (OBSTRUENT, GLIDE, WORD-FINAL, BASELINE). The environment of the
target-vowel (i.e. the vowel that was changing in length) was manipulated as a within-subjects
factor. This factor tests the hypothesis that speakers will treat vowel length differently dependent
on the position and surrounding phonemes within the word. Thus, environment was determined
by the location of the target-vowel in comparison to other phonemes. There were four
environments: OBSTRUENT, GLIDE, WORD-FINAL, and BASELINE. The first segment (a consonant)
was randomly assigned in every nonce word to provide variety (see stimuli section for details on
initial consonants). The remaining segments were the same within each environment to provide
consistency. These final segments constitute the environment. In the OBSTRUENT environment,
the target-vowel was found in a location where English-speakers typically use it
subphonemically: before an obstruent. The final segments for the OBSTRUENT position were [ikə]
with target-vowel [i]. In the GLIDE environment, the target vowel was found in a location where
its length might warrant an acoustic glide: in vowel hiatus before a [ə]. The final segments for
the GLIDE environment were [iə] with target-vowel [i]. The final segments for the WORD-FINAL
position were [ɑzə] with target-vowel [ə]. The vowel [ɑ] and fricative [z] were chosen here to
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provide variety. Finally, the baseline environment was a neutral environment with no reason for
subphonemic vowel length: before a nasal. The final segments for the BASELINE environment
were [inə] with target-vowel [i].
LENGTH (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5). The difference in length of the target-vowels across the nonce
word pair was also manipulated as a within-subjects factor. For the OBSTRUENT, GLIDE, and
BASELINE environments, the length of the target-vowel ranged from 80ms to 180ms using 20ms
increments. This resulted in six lengths: 80, 100, 120, 140, 160, and 180ms. For the WORD-FINAL
environment, the lengths were longer as segments are longer at the ends of words as a result of
final lengthening (Crystal & House, 1988; Johnson & Martin, 2001; Lunden, 2017; Nakai et al.,
2009). The length of the WORD-FINAL target-vowels ranged from 120ms to 220ms using 20ms
increments leaving six lengths: 120, 140, 160, 180, 200, and 220ms. The length difference was
calculated as the absolute value of the target-vowel’s length in the second word of the pair minus
the target-vowel’s length in the first word of the pair. There were six levels of length difference:
0 (0ms), 1 (20ms), 2 (40ms), 3 (60ms), 4 (80ms), and 5 (100ms). Pairs were created such that
there were four pairs at each length difference level within each environment. Both orders of
every pair were included.
Response (yes perfect match, no not quite). The response of the participant was recorded
as the dependent measure. Participants were given a forced choice response based on the
similarity of the words within the pair of yes perfect match and no not quite. These response
options were chosen to reflect the phonemic flexibility with which we wanted participants to
categorize the stimuli since the pairs were phonemically identical.
Stimuli.
Test Stimuli. The test stimuli for the study consisted of 96 pairs of nonce words created
using MBROLA (Dutoit & Pagel, 1995) and Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 2018) software. The
individual nonce words were first synthesized through MBROLA using the US1 voice. After the
nonce words were synthesized, they were adjusted to correct any discrepancies and concatenated
into pairs through Praat. Nonce words took the form CVCV for the OBSTRUENT, WORD-FINAL,
and BASELINE environments and the form CVV for the GLIDE environment. The first consonant in
the word was always 80ms and the second consonant, when applicable, was always 60ms. These
lengths were chosen because they are typical in speech. For the OBSTRUENT, GLIDE, and
BASELINE environments, the first vowel was the target-vowel and the second vowel was a [ə] of
length 170ms, the mid-range length for the WORD-FINAL vowels. For the WORD-FINAL
environment, the second vowel was the target-vowel and the first vowel was [ɑ] of length
130ms, the mid-range length for the non-word-final vowels. Recall, the final three segments
within each condition were identical to provide a consistent environment for the target-vowel but
the first consonant was varied to provide variety. The following initial consonants were
randomly assigned to pairs [t, p, f, v, z, s, ʃ, ͡tʃ, n, m, r, d͡ʒ].These initial consonants were chosen
in order to provide a wide range of manners, voicing, and places. Once nonce words at every
length had been created, they were paired and concatenated through Praat. The two words across
the pair were phonemically identical and the pitch of the second word was 20hz higher than the
first in order to simulate two different “voices.” We chose to use varying pitches across the word
pair instead of different voices in MBROLA to avoid any potential idiosyncrasies within the
voices that could confound our data. The amount of time between the first and second word in
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the pair, the interstimulus interval (ISI), was 200ms. We chose 200ms because speakers show
better discrimination using lower ISIs (Tyler & Fenwick, 2012).
Practice stimuli. Practice stimuli were created using the same process as the test stimuli
but were instead single CVC syllables. We chose to use CVC words instead of the CVCV used at
test to cue participants into the length and level of specificity required of the task without the
specific context of what we were testing. There were eight different practice pairs: four of the
smallest length difference (0) and four of the largest length difference (5). Four pairs contained
the target-vowel [ɑ] and four contained the target-vowel [i] to provide variety. Segments for the
initial consonant were [p, f, v, z, ʃ, ͡tʃ, r, d͡ʒ]. The final consonant of the word was a nasal to
provide a neutral environment. The place of the nasal was varied where four pairs contained [m]
and four contained [n].
Procedure.
The study was run remotely through Ibex farm (Drummond, 2016), a web-based platform
for deploying psycholinguistics experiments. Participants received a link to the experiment to
complete the study. Participants were instructed to find a quiet place free of distractions and the
use of headphones was recommended. Before the study could begin, the participants were
required to read and sign a consent form. Once the consent form had been signed, participants
were directed to a sound check page where they could play a syllable and were instructed to
adjust their volume. There were two phases of the study: practice and test followed by a brief
demographic form and debrief.
Practice phase. After the sound check, the participant entered into the practice phase of
the task. The practice phase consisted of eight nonce CVC pairs where four were at the 0 length
difference level and four were at the 5 length difference level. After each pair was played, the
participant received feedback where yes perfect match was the correct response for the 0 length
difference pairs and no not quite was the correct response for the 5 length difference pairs.
Participants could listen to the practice words as many times as they liked before clicking to the
next page for the answer. Instructions for practice rounds were “In the following study, you will
be played pairs of nonce words (i.e. made up words) and asked whether the pronunciation of the
second was the same as the first on a scale of yes perfect match and no not quite. You will now
be given 8 practice pairings. Please listen to each pair, consider whether you would say they are
a perfect match or not quite, then click to the following screen to see the correct answer.”
Test phase. Once the practice rounds were complete, the participant entered the test
phase. In the test phase, the instructions were provided again and then the study began. For the
test phase, the 96 pairs were randomly ordered for each participant and they were asked to
respond whether the pronunciation of the second was the same as the first on a scale of yes
perfect match and no not quite. Each test stimulus was only played once.
Demographic and debrief. Once the test phase was complete, the participants were
directed to a brief demographic form where they were asked to indicate their age, gender, and list
their native languages. After the demographic form, participants were directed to the debrief
which contained information about the study and our contact information for questions. Once the
participants clicked past the debrief page, their responses were sent to the Ibex farm server.
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2.3 Results – Adult Study
We find that adults provide different rates of yes perfect match responses across the
different lengths and environments. The proportion of yes perfect match responses across the
different lengths and environments are listed in Table 1 below.

ENVIRNOMENT

Table 1. Proportion yes perfect match responses in adult study
LENGTH
BASELINE
OBSTRUENT
GLIDE
WORD-FINAL

0

1

2

3

4

5

0.853
0.845
0.817
0.798

0.813
0.833
0.794
0.810

0.679
0.687
0.778
0.750

0.631
0.544
0.575
0.746

0.472
0.329
0.476
0.742

0.349
0.202
0.369
0.651

We used generalized linear mixed effects models to analyze the results. These models are
well suited for analyzing categorical data (Baayen, 2007; Jaeger, 2008). The reported models
have random intercepts. These models predict the probability of a specific response (yes perfect
match) in the different environments (see Agresti, 2002; Jaeger, 2008). We ran a mixed-effect
logit model with yes perfect match responses as the dependent measure, LENGTH (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5)
and ENVIRONMENT (OBSTRUENT, GLIDE, WORD-FINAL, BASELINE) as fixed effects, and SUBJECT
as a random effect. The model indicated a main effect of LENGTH [X2(5) = 196.928, p < 0.0001],
showing that participants were responding yes perfect match at significantly different rates across
the different LENGTHS and no main effect of ENVIRONMENT [X2(3) = 3.631, p = 0.304], showing
that participants were not responding yes perfect match at significantly different rates across the
different ENVIRONMENTS. We found an interaction between LENGTH and ENVIRONMENT [X2(15)
= 129.320, p < 0.0001] showing significantly different patterns of responses based upon the
combination of LENGTH and ENVIRONMENT.
In order to better understand what is driving the interaction, we ran pairwise
comparisons, analyzing each level of LENGTH separately. Pairwise comparisons revealed no
significant differences between any of the ENVIRONMENTS at lengths 0, 1, and 2. At length 3, we
find that participants are significantly less likely to respond yes perfect match in the GLIDE (p =
0.0002), OBSTRUENT (p < 0.0001), and BASELINE (p = 0.0217) environments compared to the
WORD-FINAL environment indicating that they have a lower sensitivity to vowel length
differences in the WORD-FINAL environment comparatively. Crucially, at lengths 4 and 5 we find
significant differences between all comparisons except BASELINE and GLIDE. Compared to
BASELINE, participants are more likely to say yes perfect match in the WORD-FINAL environment
(p < 0.0001), less likely in the OBSTRUENT environment (p = 0.0040), and equally likely in the
GLIDE environment (p = 0.9997) at lengths 4 and 5. Figure 2 below illustrates the proportion of
yes perfect match responses at each length and environment. Estimated marginal means and pvalues for each environment at each length level are in Appendix A.
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Proportion ’yes perfect match’ responses

Adult Study
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Figure 2. Proportion yes perfect match
responses for all environments in the adult study.

2.4 Discussion – Adult Study
The main effect of LENGTH across all environments indicates that as vowel length
differences became larger, participants were less likely to respond yes perfect match showing
that they were more sensitive to the differences at these levels. This shows support for
Hypothesis 1 that participants will show greater sensitivity to greater vowel length differences.
The interaction between LENGTH and ENVIRONMENT indicates that participants are responding
differently due to the combination of LENGTH and ENVIRONMENT. Pairwise comparisons
allowed us to identify that the interaction was being driven by the larger lengths (3, 4, and 5).
There were no significant differences in responses across environments at lower lengths (0, 1,
and 2) indicating that this difference is too small for perception (or at least to warrant a no not
quite response). Additionally, a subphonemic position (OBSTRUENT) did not boost sensitivity
enough to show different responses at this level. It is possible that adults are capable of
perceiving differences this small but perception is not strong enough to be different across the
environments or to provide a no not quite response.
Responses were significantly different in WORD-FINAL compared to BASELINE, GLIDE, and
OBSTRUENT at level 3 and between all environments except BASELINE and GLIDE at levels 4 and
5. These results indicate that vowel length differences were the least perceptible in WORD-FINAL.
We suspect that the reason we see the least sensitivity in WORD-FINAL position is because
perception is logarithmic (Kluender et al., 2003). Perceptual sensitivity is based on ratio and not
the absolute difference between two stimuli; when the stimulus is larger, a greater magnitude of
difference is required to perceive a difference. Because the vowel lengths were already
comparatively larger in the WORD-FINAL environment to account for final-lengthening, a larger
difference would be required to achieve the same ratio of change found in the other
environments. If this is driving the differences we see in the WORD-FINAL environment, we would
expect to see WORD-FINAL act similarly to BASELINE and GLIDE when the ratio of change is
constant. Another possibility is that WORD-FINAL is a less perceptible location in the word.
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Sounds at the ends of words often undergo phonetic patterns of devoicing (Hock, 1999),
lengthening (Johnson & Martin, 2001; Lunden, 2017; Nakai et al., 2009), and tend to trail off.
Because of word-final phenomena, speakers might be adept at ignoring differences in this
position.
The differences at length levels 4 and 5 indicate that length differences are the most
perceptible in OBSTRUENT, equally perceptible in GLIDE and BASELINE, and the least perceptible
in WORD-FINAL. Participants are least likely to give a yes perfect match response in OBSTRUENT,
indicating that their sensitivity to vowel length differences is influenced by a potential
subphonemic use providing support for Hypothesis 2. In other words, the vowel length
difference is most noticeable when it is found before an obstruent because that is a location
where vowel length is predictive of a phonemic contrast. Because adults are treating vowel
length differently based on its predictiveness we would say that they are using it
subphonemically before an obstruent. Comparing GLIDE and BASELINE revealed that GLIDE was
not a subphonemic position for English speakers. This is not surprising, however, because
English does not contrast [ijə] and [iə] within a word (Hogoboom, 2020). Because there is no
contrast word-internally, GLIDE is similar to BASELINE because there is no subphonemic use. If
we were to test across word boundaries, where English does contrast [i#ə] and [i#jə], GLIDE
might be more perceptible than BASELINE. In other languages, such as Korean and Mandarin
(Hogoboom, 2020) where this contrast likely exists word-internally, we would expect GLIDE to
act similarly to OBSTRUENT in English because before a glide is a subphonemic position for
vowel length. Overall, these results indicate that a subphonemic position boosts perceptibility for
vowel length.
3. CHILD STUDIES
Seventy-six children between the ages of 4;0 and 6;11 were recruited remotely from
across the United States to participate in the child studies. Children were recruited through the
William & Mary Child Language Lab Database, the Cornell Play & Learning Lab Virtual Child
Database, social media, local pre-schools, and the Cognitive Development Society listserv. To
participate in the study, all children were required to provide verbal assent and parents were
required to give written consent. Of the 76 children, two were excluded due to excessive
background noise and one was excluded due to parental interference leaving 73 children
included in the studies (N=73, MEAN AGE=5;5.6).
Four different experiments were conducted to provide a comparison to the finding with
adults showing subphonemic vowel length before obstruents. Experiment 1 served as a direct
comparison to adults testing whether children were sensitive to vowel length differences before
obstruents at the same threshold. Experiment 2 served as a control to see if children’s responses
in Experiment 1 were influenced by the context of the task. Experiment 3 tested whether children
have a larger threshold than adults by using vowel length differences that were twice as large.
Experiment 4 served as a comparison to Experiment 3 to see if children were responding
differently based upon whether the position was subphonemic. A comparison between
Experiment 3 and 4 can reveal whether children are using vowel length subphonemically.
Piloting indicated that the range of within subjects factors in the adult study would create
an overwhelming setup for children, so we decided to simplify the adult design in several ways.
These changes included: manipulating environment as a between subjects factor, pairing down
the length difference level to two levels, making the pitch the same across the pairs, and using
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the same stimuli at practice and test. The reasoning behind simplifying the task for children was
that regardless of the amount of scaffolding we provide, if children cannot perceive the length
differences, they will fail regardless of the changes made from the adult experiment.
3.1 EXPERIMENT 1: OBSTRUENT
3.1.1 Purpose and Hypotheses – Experiment 1
The purpose of Experiment 1 was to serve as a direct comparison to the finding in adults
of subphonemic vowel length before an obstruent. Because the literature suggests that children
develop the phonological systems of their language by one year (Werker, 1995), we predict that
children will act similarly to adults. Specifically, we expect children to be sensitive to vowel
length differences in this experiment where the length is found in a predictive position (i.e.
before an obstruent). Our hypothesis for this experiment is illustrated below.
Hypothesis 3: Children will be sensitive to vowel length differences in a subphonemic
position (before an obstruent).
This predicts that children will respond same significantly more at the SAME length difference
than the DIFFERENT length difference.
3.1.2 Method – Experiment 1
Participants.
Twenty-three children between the ages of 4;0 and 6;11 (MEAN = 5;5.77) recruited
remotely from across the United States participated in Experiment 1.
Design.
The study consisted of a sound discrimination task deployed through Zoom where
participants listened to pairs of phonemically identical nonce words and were asked to indicate
the level of similarity across the pair. The nonce words were spoken by two robot characters
(Robot and Baby Robot) and children were asked to indicate whether Baby Robot said it the
same or a little different from robot either verbally or by pointing to one of two buttons on the
top of the screen. Baby Robot always spoke second as he was “practicing his robot sounds” by
attempting to copy Robot. LENGTH was manipulated as a within-subjects factor and response
was recorded as the dependent measure.
LENGTH (SAME, DIFFERENT). The difference in length of the target-vowels across the
nonce word pair was manipulated as a within-subjects factor. Differently from adults, the length
difference was paired down to two levels: SAME and DIFFERENT. SAME corresponds to the 0
length difference level (0ms) and DIFFERENT corresponds to the 5 length difference level (100ms)
from the adult study. For the SAME level, target-vowels were either both 80ms or 180ms resulting
in a 0ms difference across the pair. At the DIFFERENT level, one target-vowel was 80ms and the
other was 180ms resulting in a 100ms difference across the pair. The order of the target-vowels
was varied. Pairs were created such that there were 10 pairs at the SAME level and 10 at the
DIFFERENT level. Within the SAME level, 5 pairs had target-vowels of length 80ms and 5 pairs had
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target-vowels of length 180ms. Within the DIFFERENT level, both orders of every pair were
included.
Response (same, different). The participant’s response was recorded as the dependent
measure. Participants indicated verbally or by pointing to a button on the top of the screen
whether Baby Robot said the sound the same or different than Robot.
Stimuli.
Test Stimuli. The test stimuli for the study consisted of 20 pairs of nonce words created
using MBROLA (Dutoit & Pagel, 1995) and Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 2018) software. The
pairs were selected from adult tokens in the OBSTRUENT environment and adjusted to the
appropriate lengths (when necessary) in Praat. Consonant lengths and non-target-vowel length
was the same as adults. The final three segments were identical to the OBSTRUENT condition in
adults to provide a consistent environment for the target-vowel. Again, the first consonant was
varied to provide variety. The following initial consonants were randomly assigned to pairs [t, p,
z, s, ʃ, ͡tʃ, n, m, r, d͡ʒ]. The ISI between the words was the same as adults.
Practice stimuli. Unlike adults, practice stimuli were chosen from the test stimuli. There
were six different practice pairs: two SAME and four DIFFERENT. Segments for the initial
consonant were [p, t, r, z, ʃ, m].
Materials and Procedure.
Children were tested remotely through Zoom. Parents were instructed to ensure a quiet
location to complete the study and use either a high-quality speaker or headphones. The study
was a sound discrimination task constructed as a game where the children were helping Baby
Robot practice his robot sounds. The experimenter first introduced the children to the characters
and then explained the layout of the game. Children were told that to help Baby Robot learn his
sounds, Robot was going to say a sound and Baby Robot was going to try to copy it exactly as
Robot said it. They were then introduced to two buttons on the top of the screen, one red and one
green, corresponding to whether Baby Robot said it the same or different from Robot. The green
button corresponded to a response of same and the red to a response of different. When each
button was pressed, the button grew in size and played either a celebratory sound or a failure
sound.
Practice phase. After the child had been introduced to the characters, buttons, and layout
of the game, they entered a practice phase. The first two practice trials were modeled by the
experimenter and the child was instructed to listen carefully and the experimenter will tell them
whether Baby Robot said it the same or different by pressing the corresponding button1. After the
two modeled pairs, the child was instructed to guess whether Baby Robot said it the same or
different before the experimenter indicated the correct answer for the remaining four practice
trials.
Test phase. Once the practice trials were complete, the child entered the test phase where
they were “in charge” of which button is pressed. In the test trials, children listened to 20 pairs of
1

This method of practice was implemented after the first 12 participants. Slightly different formats of practice were
used previously but none were successful in helping children hear the vowel length differences.
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nonce words and indicated whether they were the same or different verbally or by pointing to the
buttons. After the child gave a response, the experimenter pressed the button that corresponded
to the child’s response. Responses were recorded by the experimenter in real time on a separate
score sheet.
Pallet cleanse and resolution. Halfway through the test trials, there was a brief pallet
cleanse to re-engage the child. They saw an animation where Baby Robot runs out of battery and
Robot helps him recharge. Once the remaining test trials are completed, the child enters a
resolution phase where Baby Robot thanks the child for their help and thinks about how his
teacher is going to be so proud of everything he has learned.
3.1.3 Results – Experiment 1
We find that children are providing similar responses across the SAME and DIFFERENT
trials. The proportion of same responses on the SAME and DIFFERENT trials is listed in Table 1
below.
Table 1. Proportion same responses in Experiment 1
SAME length

0.704

length
0.636

DIFFERENT

p value
0.1706

To analyze the results, we ran a mixed-effect logit model with same responses as the
dependent measure, LENGTH (SAME, DIFFERENT) as a fixed effect, and SUBJECT as a random
effect. The model did not reveal a main effect of LENGTH [X2(1)= 1.878, p = 0.171], showing that
participants were responding same at similar rates across the SAME and DIFFERENT trials.
3.1.4 Discussion – Experiment 1
The lack of a main effect of LENGTH revealed that children were not sensitive to vowel
length differences in this experiment. Thus, not supporting Hypothesis 3 that children would be
sensitive to vowel length differences before obstruents as was seen with adults. We identified
two possibilities for why children were not sensitive to vowel length in this experiment. The first
possibility is that the context of the task is causing children to be less sensitive. Recall in the
adult experiment, participants were presented with pairs of nonce words with no context. To
make the child comparison appropriate for children, we turned the task into a game which
involved the use of characters participating in a language exchange. It is possible that because
the experiment closely resembled language, children were mapping to a lexical level in a way
that adults were not. Previous research suggests that linguistic context can influence sensitivity to
phonemic contrasts (Werker & Tees, 1984b). This possibility was addressed in Experiment 2
where the language context was removed. The second possibility is that children have a different
threshold than adults. In other words, they might require larger length differences to show
sensitivity. This second possibility is addressed in Experiment 3 where the length differences are
twice as large as Experiment 1.
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3.2 EXPERIMENT 2: NON-LANGUAGE OBSTRUENT
3.2.1 Purpose and Hypotheses – Experiment 2
The purpose of Experiment 2 is to serve as a control to see if the context of the task for
children might be driving the different patterns seen in adults and children. Because the task
involves two characters speaking in a manner that resembles a conversation, it is possible that
children are considering the differences at the lexical level unlike adults. In other words, children
could be less particular with Baby Robot’s responses because a word with a longer vowel in
English would not result in a different lexical item. Perhaps they are sensitive at a similar level to
adults, but the context of the task is creating a language-bias. We predict that children will
perform equally in Experiment 2 and Experiment 1 indicating that a language-bias was not
influencing their sensitivity. See Hypothesis 4 below.
Hypothesis 4: Children’s responses are not being influenced by a language-bias.
This hypothesis predicts that children will respond same at equal rates across the SAME and
DIFFERENT length levels (as was seen in Experiment 1).
3.2.2 Method – Experiment 2
Participants.
Eleven children between the ages of 4;0 and 6;11 (MEAN = 5;5.7) recruited remotely from
across the United States participated in Experiment 2.
Design.
The design was the same as in the previous three experiments except the pairs were
played by a single computer instead of two robots. The stimuli were identical to Experiment 1.
We chose to use the same stimuli as Experiment 1 to isolate context. By isolating context, we
could clearly determine whether context was driving the different responses with children.
Materials and Procedure.
Children were tested remotely through Zoom. Parents were instructed to ensure a quiet
location to complete the study and use either a high-quality speaker or headphones. The
experiment was a sound discrimination task constructed as a game where the children were
helping an owl named Ollie fix her computer. The children were told that Ollie is really smart
and she created a computer that plays identical sounds. Lately, however, the computer hasn’t
been working very well and as a result Ollie is calibrating her computer using two buttons. When
the computer plays two sounds that are exactly the SAME, Ollie presses the green button. When
the computer plays two sounds that are a little DIFFERENT, Ollie presses the red button. The
buttons were the same as in the previous experiments.
Practice phase. After the child had been introduced to Ollie, her computer, the buttons,
and the layout of the game, they entered a practice phase. The first two practice trials were
modeled by Ollie and the child was instructed to listen carefully and Ollie will tell them whether
the computer played two sounds that were the SAME or DIFFERENT by pressing the
corresponding button. After the two modeled pairs, the child was instructed to guess whether the
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sounds were the same or different before Ollie indicated the correct answer for the remaining
four practice trials.
Test phase. Once the practice trials were complete, Ollie mentions that she has to go
home to feed her baby birds and asks the child if they could finish calibrating the computer for
her. At this point, the child entered the test phase where they were “in charge” of which button is
pressed. In the test trials, children listened to 20 pairs of nonce words and indicated whether they
were the same or different verbally or by pointing to the buttons. After the child gave a response,
the experimenter pressed the button that corresponded to the child’s response. Responses were
recorded by the experimenter in real time on a separate score sheet.
Pallet cleanse and resolution. Halfway through the test trials, there was a brief pallet
cleanse to re-engage the children. In the pallet cleanse, a warning message flashes on the
computer indicating that the computer is out of battery and Ollie returns briefly to recharge it.
Once the remaining test trials are completed, the child enters a resolution phase where Ollie
checks to see if the computer is fixed. A green check mark appears on the screen of the computer
to indicate that it is fixed and Ollie thanks the child for their help.
3.2.3 Results – Experiment 2
As in Experiment 1, we again find that children are providing similar responses across
the SAME and DIFFERENT trials. The proportion of same responses on the SAME and DIFFERENT
trials is listed in Table 2 below.
Table 2. Proportion same responses in Experiment 2
SAME length

0.540

length
0.491

DIFFERENT

p value
0.4843

We ran a mixed-effect logit model with same responses as the dependent measure,
LENGTH (SAME, DIFFERENT) as a fixed effect, and SUBJECT as a random effect to analyze the
data. The model found no main effect of LENGTH [X2(1) = 0.489, p = 0.484], showing that
participants were responding same at similar rates across the SAME and DIFFERENT trials.
3.2.4 Discussion – Experiment 2
The lack of a main effect of LENGTH, indicated that children were not successful in
perceiving the vowel length differences in this experiment showing support for Hypothesis 4.
Thus, removing the context did not improve children’s sensitivity for vowel length. The results
from this study allow us to eliminate the possibility that the context of the child task was causing
children to be less particular with vowel length differences than adults due to a lexical bias. By
establishing that context is not driving child responses we are able to streamline the comparison
between the adult and child studies.
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3.3 EXPERIMENT 3: LONG OBSTRUENT
3.3.1 Purpose and Hypotheses – Experiment 3
The purpose of Experiment 3 was to test whether children have a different threshold than
adults to show subphonemic use of vowel length. We predict that children will show sensitivity
to vowel length with larger differences thus indicating a different threshold. See Hypothesis 5
below.
Hypothesis 5: Children have a larger threshold than adults to show sensitivity to vowel
length.
This predicts that children will respond same significantly more in the SAME than DIFFERENT
length levels.
3.3.2 Method – Experiment 3
Participants.
Twenty children between the ages of 4;4 and 6;11 (MEAN = 5;5.65) recruited remotely
across the United States participated in Experiment 3.
Design.
The design was the same as Experiment 1 except the length difference was twice as large.
For the SAME level, target-vowels were either both 80ms or both 280ms thus resulting in a 0ms
difference across the pair. At the DIFFERENT level, one target-vowel was 80ms and the other was
280ms resulting in a 200ms difference across the pair. To create the stimuli, the tokens from
Experiment 1 were manipulated in Praat to acquire the appropriate target-vowel lengths.
Materials and Procedure.
The materials and procedure were identical to Experiment 1 except the pairs with the
larger length differences were played instead of the pairs with the length differences in the adult
study.
3.3.3 Results – Experiment 3
In contrast to experiments 1 and 2, we find that children are responding significantly
differently across the SAME and DIFFERENT trials (p < 0.0001). Specifically, children are more
likely to provide a same response when the vowel length is the SAME than when it is DIFFERENT.
The proportion of same responses on the SAME and DIFFERENT trials is listed in Table 3 below.
Table 3. Proportion same responses in Experiment 3
SAME length

0.865

length
0.581

DIFFERENT

p value
<0.0001

We ran a mixed-effect logit model with same responses as the dependent measure,
LENGTH (SAME, DIFFERENT) as a fixed effect, and SUBJECT as a random effect to analyze the
data. The model revealed a main effect of LENGTH [X2(1) = 34.708, p < 0.0001], showing that
participants are responding same at significantly different rates across the SAME and DIFFERENT
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trials. The probability of a same response in the SAME trials was 0.865 and the probability of a
same response in the DIFFERENT trials was 0.581 indicating that children were more likely to
provide a same response when the lengths were the SAME than when they were DIFFERENT.
To determine if there were age-related differences in children’s sensitivity we ran three
additional models by age (4, 5, and 6 years). All three models were mixed-effect logit models
with same responses as the dependent measure, LENGTH (SAME, DIFFERENT) as a fixed effect, and
SUBJECT as a random effect. Interestingly, the models revealed a main effect of LENGTH for the
6-year-olds [X2(1) = 12.041, p < 0.0001] and 5-year-olds [X2(1) = 27.185, p < 0.0001] but not for
the 4-year-olds [X2(1) = 0.000, p = 1.000] indicating that 5- and 6-year-olds are responding same
at significantly different rates across the SAME and DIFFERENT trials but 4-year-olds are not.
Results for Experiments 1-3.
To determine why children failed to recognize vowel length differences in Experiment 1,
we ran an additional mixed-effect logit model comparing all experiments in the OBSTRUENT
environment (1, 2, and 3) with same responses as the dependent measure, LENGTH (SAME,
DIFFERENT) and EXPERIMENT (1, 2, 3) as fixed effects, and SUBJECT as a random effect. The
model revealed a main effect of LENGTH [X2(1) = 35.425, p < 0.0001], showing that participants
are responding same at significantly different rates across the SAME and DIFFERENT trials. The
model did not find a main effect of EXPERIMENT [X2(1) = 1.202, p = 0.548], showing that
participants are responding same at similar rates across the experiments. Finally, the model
revealed an interaction of LENGTH and EXPERIMENT [X2(1)= 16.779, p < 0.0001] showing
significantly different patterns of responses based on the combination of EXPERIMENT and
LENGTH.
In order to better understand what was driving the interaction, we ran pairwise
comparisons analyzing each level of LENGTH separately. At the SAME length, we find significant
differences between Experiment 3 compared to Experiment 1 and 2 but no significant differences
between Experiment 1 and Experiment 2. Compared to Experiment 1, participants are
significantly more likely to respond same on the SAME trials in Experiment 3 (p = 0.044) but not
in Experiment 2 (p = 0.410). There were no significant differences between the experiments at
the DIFFERENT level showing that the interaction was driven by differences in the SAME level.
The proportion of same responses across the obstruent experiments (1, 2, and 3) at each length is
illustrated in Figure 3 below.
Obstruent Experiments
***

Proportion ’same’ responses

1.00

*

**

0.75
Experiment
1: Obstruent

0.50

2: Non−Language Obstruent
3: Long Obstruent

0.25

0.00
different

same

Length

Figure 3. Proportion same responses for all
experiments in the OBSTRUENT environment.
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3.3.4 Discussion – Experiments 1-3
The main effect of LENGTH in Experiment 3 indicated that children require larger length
differences to show sensitivity providing support for Hypothesis 5. The comparison between
experiments 1, 2, and 3 indicated first that context was not driving the differences in responses
and second that the larger length differences helped 5- and 6-year-old children succeed.
However, even with the large length differences, 4-year-olds were not sensitive to vowel length.
A comparison between Experiment 1 and 3 indicated that 100ms is too little for 4- to 6-year-olds
and 200ms is enough for 5- to 6-year-olds to show sensitivity. It is unclear whether 4-year-olds
might have an even larger threshold. However, 200ms is already longer than what would be
found in natural speech so if 4-year-olds did show sensitivity at a length larger than 200ms, it
would likely be due to a low-level acoustic strategy and not reflective of their developing
phonology.
Interestingly, the different patterns of responses between Experiment 1 and 3 was driven
by the SAME level not the DIFFERENT level. Thus suggesting that the increased threshold serves to
make the SAME trials more salient. We suspect that the exaggerated vowel lengths at the
DIFFERENT level serve to calibrate the children leaving the SAME trials even more salient.
However, it’s important to mention that this pattern is the opposite of what we found with adults.
Recall, in the adult experiment the significant differences between environments were at the
larger length levels (the equivalent to the DIFFERENT trials for children). This difference might
suggest that children do not treat vowel length subphonemically. But, even if we do find
subphonemic use with children at this threshold, the use is not adult-like.
In order to determine whether children are using vowel length subphonemically, they
must show differing sensitivity based upon the position within the word. It is possible that their
sensitivity is purely phonetic because of the larger differences and thus not influenced by the
surrounding sounds. To determine whether their use was subphonemic, Experiment 4 was run as
a comparison testing these larger length differences in a neutral environment.
3.4 EXPERIMENT 4: LONG BASELINE
3.4.1 Purpose and Hypotheses – Experiment 4
Experiment 4 was created to provide a comparison for Experiment 3 to determine
whether children’s sensitivity to vowel length in Experiment 3 is subphonemic or phonetic. This
experiment used the same exaggerated vowel length differences from Experiment 3 but used the
BASELINE environment instead of OBSTRUENT. If children perform equally well in this
experiment as Experiment 3, they do not use vowel length subphonemically because they are not
treating the length differently based upon whether it is predictive of another phoneme. On the
other hand, if children perform worse in this experiment than in Experiment 3, children are
treating vowel length subphonemically but they require a larger threshold to show subphonemic
use. We predict that children will perform equally well in this experiment because the larger
threshold indicates that their sensitivity is likely phonetic. The hypothesis and prediction for
Experiment 4 is below.
Hypothesis 6: Children do not use vowel length subphonemically.
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This hypothesis predicts that children will respond same at similar rates as Experiment 3 across
the SAME and DIFFERENT length levels.
3.4.2 Method – Experiment 4
Participants.
Twenty children between the ages of 4;5 and 6;9 (MEAN = 5;5.2) were recruited remotely
from across the United States to participate in Experiment 4.
Design.
The design was the same as Experiment 3 except the final segments were those from the
BASELINE environment of the adult study instead of OBSTRUENT. To create the stimuli, the
BASELINE tokens from the adult study were manipulated in Praat to acquire the appropriate
target-vowel lengths. As with Experiment 3, the SAME length difference level was 0ms and the
DIFFERENT length difference level was 200ms.
Materials and Procedure.
The materials and procedure were identical to Experiment 3 except the pairs with the
larger length differences in the BASELINE environment were played instead of the pairs in the
OBSTRUENT environment.
3.4.3 Results – Experiment 4
As in Experiment 3, we find that children are responding significantly differently across
the SAME and DIFFERENT trials (p < 0.0001). Specifically, children are more likely to provide a
same response when the vowel length is the SAME than when it is DIFFERENT. The proportion of
same responses on the SAME and DIFFERENT trials is listed in Table 3 below.
Table 3. Proportion same responses in Experiment 4
SAME length

0.738

length
0.381

DIFFERENT

p value
<0.0001

A mixed-effect logit model with same responses as the dependent measure, LENGTH
(SAME, DIFFERENT) as a fixed effect, and SUBJECT as a random effect was run to analyze the data.
The model revealed a main effect of LENGTH [X2(1) = 40.037, p < 0.0001], showing that
participants are responding same at significantly different rates across the SAME and DIFFERENT
trials.
Results for Experiments 3 and 4.
To compare the results from Experiment 3 and 4, we ran another mixed-effect logit
model with same responses as the dependent measure, LENGTH (SAME, DIFFERENT) and
EXPERIMENT (3, 4) as fixed effects, and SUBJECT as a random effect. The model revealed a main
effect of LENGTH [X2(1) = 40.768, p < 0.0001], showing that participants are responding same at
significantly different rates across the SAME and DIFFERENT trials, and a significant (although
much smaller) main effect of EXPERIMENT [X2(1) = 3.863, p = 0.049] showing that participants
are responding same at slightly significantly different rates across the SAME and DIFFERENT trials.
Finally, the model revealed no interaction of LENGTH and EXPERIMENT [X2(1)=0.007, p = 0.978]
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showing similar patterns of responses based upon the combination of EXPERIMENT and LENGTH.
The proportion of same responses in Experiment 3 and 4 at each length is shown below in Figure
4.
Long Experiments
***

Proportion ’same’ responses
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Experiment
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3: Long Obstruent
4: Long Baseline

0.25

0.00
different

same

Length

Figure 4. Proportion same responses for
experiments with exaggerated vowel lengths

Finally, to determine whether there were age-related differences, we ran three additional
models divided by age. All three models were mixed-effect logit models with same responses as
the dependent measure, LENGTH (SAME, DIFFERENT) and EXPERIMENT (3, 4) as fixed effects, and
SUBJECT as a random effect. The models revealed a main effect of LENGTH for 6-year-olds [X2(1)
= 29.924, p < 0.0001] and 5-year-olds [X2(1) = 16.753, p < 0.0001] showing that 5- and 6-yearolds are responding same at significantly different rates across the SAME and DIFFERENT trials but
not for the 4-year-olds [X2(1) = 2.754, p = 0.097] showing that 4-year-olds are responding same at
similar different rates across the SAME and DIFFERENT trials. There was no main effect of
EXPERIMENT and no interaction of LENGTH and EXPERIMENT for any of the ages indicating
similar patterns of responses based upon the combination of EXPERIMENT and LENGTH.
3.3.4 Discussion – Experiments 3 and 4
The main effect of LENGTH in Experiment 4 indicated that children show sensitivity to
exaggerated vowel length differences in a neutral position. The main effect of EXPERIMENT in
the model with both long experiments (3 and 4) showed that there were different rates of same
responses between experiments 3 and 4. However, the lack of an interaction between LENGTH
and EXPERIMENT indicates that the different rates were not patterning based upon the LENGTH
showing support for Hypothesis 6. In other words, children were not more or less likely to
provide a same response based upon the LENGTH in one experiment or the other. Because
children were not treating vowel length differences differently in these two experiments, they did
not show subphonemic use. Instead, their sensitivity to vowel length is likely phonetic because it
is not influenced by its predictiveness in determining the phonemic status of another sound.
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Additionally, the fact that extreme vowel lengths were required to show any sensitivity indicates
that the sensitivity was phonetic and not a reflection of their developing phonology.
Dividing the results by age revealed age-related differences in phonetic sensitivity but not
subphonemic use. The lack of an interaction between LENGTH and EXPERIMENT in all of the age
groups indicates that none of the age groups were using vowel length subphonemically as they
would need to be treating the length differently based on its position. Interestingly, however, the
4-year-olds also did not show a main effect of LENGTH indicating that they were not sensitive to
vowel length differences in either experiment. Thus, 5- and 6-year-olds have a phonetic
sensitivity to the larger vowel length differences in experiments 3 and 4 but 4-year-olds do not.
4. GENERAL DISCUSSION
Results from the adult and child studies revealed that 4- to 6-year-old children treat vowel
length quite differently than adults. Adults showed differential perceptibility of vowel length
differences dependent on whether the vowel length was in a position where it could inform the
phonemic status of another sound. Children’s sensitivity to vowel length differed from adults in
three ways: by indicating a different threshold, being phonetic in nature not subphonemic, and by
showing differences in responses at the SAME length level. First, the results from Experiment 1
revealed that children were not sensitive to vowel length at the same threshold as adults. Further,
children’s sensitivity to vowel length differences in Experiment 3 highlighted the higher
threshold required for perception for 5- and 6-year-olds. Namely, the 100ms difference that
categorized the largest length level in the adult study and the DIFFERENT level in Experiment 1,
was too little for child perception. 200ms, however, was large enough for 5- and 6-year-old
children to show sensitivity. However, 4-year-olds never showed sensitivity to vowel length even
at the 200ms level. Second, the results from experiments 3 and 4 highlighted the nature of
children’s use of vowel length. Adults’ differential treatment of vowel length based upon its
phonemic predictiveness revealed that they used vowel length subphonemically before an
obstruent. On the contrary, due to children’s similar patterns of responses across the two
experiments, we can conclude that they were not using vowel length subphonemically. Finally,
children showed significantly different responses at the SAME level while adults showed
significantly different responses at the higher length differences. This pattern indicates that the
vowel length served different purposes in the adult and child studies. For children, the larger
length differences served to make the SAME trials more salient. For adults, the subphonemic
position served to make the trials at higher length differences more salient.
5- and 6-year-old children’s phonetic but not subphonemic sensitivity of vowel length in
this study is consistent with work indicating that English-learning infants from 5 to 11 months
(Eilers et al., 1984) and 18 months (Mugitani et al., 2009) are able to discriminate vowel length
differences. Because the children required a larger threshold and were not treating vowel length
differently as a function of its predictive potential, their ability to discriminate differences in
experiments 3 and 4 was likely a result of low-level acoustic discrimination not their phonology.
The explicit nature of this task builds off of previous findings by showing that 5- and 6-year-olds
are able to show explicit discrimination of vowel length (as opposed to implicit in Eilers et al.,
1984 and Mugitani et al., 2009). On the contrary, the study revealed that 4-year-olds are not able
to demonstrate explicit discrimination of vowel length. However, their lack of explicit sensitivity
does not necessarily mean that 4-year-olds lack the perceptual ability to discriminate vowel
lengths at this level. We expect 4-year-olds to have the perceptual ability to notice these length
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differences because even young infants are able to discriminate vowel length (Eilers et al., 1984;
Mugitani et al., 2009) but have difficulty applying those skills in an explicit task.
We identify two potential explanations for why 4-year-olds did not show vowel length
discrimination in this task. First, being cognitive overload. It is possible that the cognitive
demand of the task is too great for 4-year-olds to also discriminate vowel length differences. We
suspect by testing 4-year-olds using an implicit measure and thus lowering the cognitive demand
of the task will allow them to show sensitivity. The second explanation is that 4-year-old
children might have a phonemic bias. Although Experiment 2 demonstrated that the context was
not causing a language-bias, it’s possible that hearing sounds that displayed the phonotactics of
English caused 4-year-olds to consider differences at the phonemic-level. It is quite adaptive for
children at this age to pay particular attention to the phonemic level because as they are rapidly
expanding their vocabularies, the phonemic level is the proper level to encode. This explanation
lies at the intersection of word recognition work showing that children’s phonetic representations
of familiar words are phonemic (Swingley & Aslin, 2000) but not subphonemic (Swingley & van
deer Feest, 2019) and word learning work showing that children’s phonetic representations of
new words is underspecified (Stager & Werker, 1997).
The results found with children can also help to resolve some of the conflicting results we
find when children are tested on their use of vowel length as a subphonemic cue to voicing (in
Greenlee, 1980; Wardip-Fruin & Peach, 1984; Krause, 1982) and sensitivity to a subphonemic
mismatch when recognizing familiar words (in Swingley & van deer Feest, 2019). By using
nonce words that crucially were not mapped to meaning, we were able to isolate the acoustic
system and gain a better understanding of how children treat vowel length in the absence of topdown information. Our results indicated that children did not show subphonemic sensitivity to
vowel length. It is difficult to reconcile why 3-year-olds but not 6-year-olds in Wardrip-Fruin &
Peach (1984) and 6-year-olds but not 3-year-olds in Greenlee (1980) were able to make a voicing
distinction based upon vowel length as they are in direct conflict with one another. However, our
results suggest that even if children are weighing vowel length as a potential cue to voicing in
these previous studies, their use of vowel length is not adult-like. Thus, children’s subphonemic
use of vowel length is not fully developed by 6 years. Finally, recall Krause (1982) revealed that
children required larger vowel length differences to make a voiced decision than adults. Our
results are in some ways consistent with this finding but in some ways inconsistent. In Krause
(1982), children needed larger vowel lengths to show subphonemic use but in our study children
needed larger vowel lengths to show phonetic sensitivity. Together, both suggest that children
need larger vowel length differences in general but the nature of their use differs across the
studies. We suggest that the differing nature of children’s use is a result of the top-down
information available in Krause (1982) and lack thereof in our study. Finally, the lack of
subphonemic use found in our study is consistent with children’s lack of subphonemic sensitivity
in a word recognition task (Swingley & van deer Feest, 2019).
5. FUTURE DIRECTIONS
This work lends itself naturally to several directions for future inquiry. One being
expanding to other languages. Specifically, it would be of interest to compare speakers of
languages that use the VLE as a cue to voicing and languages that do not to determine whether
they show different patterns of sensitivity to VL. We would expect languages with the VLE to
pattern similarly to English and languages without the VLE to not exhibit differences between
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and OBSTRUENT as OBSTRUENT is not a subphonemic position for them. Further, we
wonder whether speakers will show differing levels of boosted perceptibility in the OBSTRUENT
environment dependent on the extent to which their language exhibits and utilizes the VLE.
Testing additional languages would also allow us to explore other environments where vowel
length is used subphonemically. For instance, we might expect languages that use vowel length
to contrast [iə] and [ijə] to show increased sensitivity to the GLIDE environment in a similar way
as OBSTRUENT in this study.
Another natural direction for this work is testing children using an implicit measure. Our
results showing that children were unable to demonstrate explicit subphonemic sensitivity does
not indicate that they are not sensitive at all. By testing children using an implicit measure such
as looking time, we would be able to better understand the nature for why children are failing to
recognize subphonemic vowel length at the same threshold as adults in this study.
Future work could also seek to explore the influence of exaggerated VLE patterns in
children’s input on their sensitivity. For instance, it has been demonstrated that mothers
exaggerate the VLE by as much as doubling the length of vowels preceding voiced consonants
when speaking to children (Ratner & Luberoff, 1984). It is possible that children whose input
consists of child-directed speech with exaggerated VLE might show increased sensitivity to
subphonemic vowel length.
This work also leaves the question of why adults displayed the lowest sensitivity in the
WORD-FINAL environment unanswered. Because VL differences were of the same absolute
difference across all environments (ranging from 0 to 100ms) regardless of the base length of the
vowel, the ratio of change is lower in the WORD-FINAL environment compared to other
environments. In a follow-up study we would make the ratio of change consistent across all
environments rather than the absolute difference. This would allow us to determine whether the
low sensitivity in WORD-FINAL was due to the logarithmic nature of perception or the WORDFINAL position itself.
BASELINE

6. CONCLUSIONS
Overall, this study uncovered information about the nature of subphonemic vowel length in
English-speaking adults and children. The study with adults demonstrated that adults showed
greater sensitivity to vowel length based on whether the vowel length is found in a position
where it could be predictive of a phonemic contrast. The study with children demonstrated that
subphonemic vowel length in 4- to 6-year-olds is not adult-like. Namely, 5- and 6-year-old
children demonstrated a phonetic sensitivity to vowel length differences at a threshold that was
twice as large as adults. However, 4-year-olds never demonstrated sensitivity. Together, these
results serve to indicate that children have not fully developed their native phonology by 6 years.
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Appendix A

Estimated marginal means and p-values for adult study
0
Probability yes perfect match response
BASELINE 0.867
WORD-FINAL 0.812
BASELINE 0.867
GLIDE 0.832
BASELINE 0.867
OBSTRUENT 0.859
WORD-FINAL 0.812
GLIDE 0.832
WORD-FINAL 0.812
OBSTRUENT 0.859
GLIDE 0.832
OBSTRUENT 0.859

p-value
0.3358
0.6864
0.9942
0.9385
0.4833
0.8298

1
Probability yes perfect match response
BASELINE 0.828
WORD-FINAL 0.824
BASELINE 0.828
GLIDE 0.808
BASELINE 0.828
OBSTRUENT 0.847
WORD-FINAL 0.824
GLIDE 0.808
WORD-FINAL 0.824
OBSTRUENT 0.847
GLIDE 0.808
OBSTRUENT 0.847

p-value
0.9994
0.9397
0.9328
0.9681
0.8917
0.6462

2
Probability yes perfect match response
BASELINE 0.691
WORD-FINAL 0.765
BASELINE 0.691
GLIDE 0.793
BASELINE 0.691
OBSTRUENT 0.700
WORD-FINAL 0.765
GLIDE 0.793
WORD-FINAL 0.765
OBSTRUENT 0.700
GLIDE 0.793
OBSTRUENT 0.700

p-value
0.2613
0.0503
0.9973
0.8750
0.3620
0.0824

3
Probability yes perfect match response
BASELINE 0.642
WORD-FINAL 0.761
BASELINE 0.642
GLIDE 0.583
BASELINE 0.642
OBSTRUENT 0.549
WORD-FINAL 0.761
GLIDE 0.583
WORD-FINAL 0.761
OBSTRUENT 0.549
GLIDE 0.583
OBSTRUENT 0.549

p-value
0.0217
0.5512
0.1671
0.0002
<.0001
0.8794

4
Probability yes perfect match response
BASELINE 0.472
WORD-FINAL 0.757
BASELINE 0.472
GLIDE 0.476
BASELINE 0.472
OBSTRUENT 0.319

p-value
<.0001
0.9997
0.0040

LENGTH

LENGTH

LENGTH

LENGTH

LENGTH

FERGUS
WORD-FINAL
WORD-FINAL
GLIDE 0.476

41
0.757
0.757

GLIDE 0.476
OBSTRUENT 0.319
OBSTRUENT 0.319

5
Probability yes perfect match response
BASELINE 0.340
WORD-FINAL 0.662
BASELINE 0.340
GLIDE 0.361
BASELINE 0.340
OBSTRUENT 0.188
WORD-FINAL 0.662
GLIDE 0.361
WORD-FINAL 0.662
OBSTRUENT 0.188
GLIDE 0.361
OBSTRUENT 0.188

<.0001
<.0001
0.0029

LENGTH

p-value
<.0001
0.9632
0.0009
<.0001
<.0001
0.0001
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Appendix B

Script for Experiments 1, 3, and 4
Introduction
Can you see both of the buttons on the top of the screen? What colors are they? So we have two
robots we are going to playing with today! This is Robot [click] and this is Baby Robot [click]. Is
that what baby robots look like? So the game we are going to be playing is Baby Robot is
practicing his robot noises. And to help him out, Robot is going to say and word and Baby Robot
is going to try to copy it exactly as Robot says it. And when Baby Robot says it the exact same
we have this green button [click green button]. Did you hear that? But sometimes Baby Robot’s
going to say it a little differently and that why we have this red button [click red button] and
that’s how Baby Robot knows to do better next time. Does that make sense? Now Baby Robot is
pretty good so even it he says it a little differently we’re going to press the red button okay?
Practice Phase
Modeled practice
Okay [child’s name] so on these first few I’m going to be in charge of the button and I’ll tell you
whether Baby Robot said it the same or a little different and it’s your job to listen super close. Do
you think you could do that? Are you ready for the first one? Go ahead Robot! [play practice
words] Okay let’s see how he did! [play button]
Same: Oh wow Baby Robot said that one the exact same! Great job Baby Robot!
Different: Not quite, that was a little different. Maybe Baby Robot can do better next
time! Baby Robot is pretty good right? Even if it’s just a little different the red button will
go off
Ready for the next one?
Engaged practice
Okay so on these next few, I’m still going to be in charge of the button and I’ll tell you whether
Baby Robot said it the same or a little different but I wonder if you could guess before I tell you?
Do you think you could do that? Great! Thank you so much! You’re going to be so good at this.
[play practice words] Were those the same or a little different? Okay let’s see! [play button]
Correct: Oh wow you’re right that was [a little different/the same]! You are such a good
listener!
Incorrect: Almost, that one was [a little different/the same]. Good guessing though!
Ready for the next one?
Test Phase (1-10)
I heard that you’re really smart [child’s name]… is that true? Wow well since you’re so smart
and I know you’re a good listener I wonder if maybe you could be in control of the button
instead of me? Do you think you could do that? [child responds] Wow! Thank you so much! I
have a feeling you’re going to be so good at this. Can you practice pointing with your finger
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towards the green button on the screen? [play green button as child points]. Wow! Look at that!
Okay now practice pointing to the red button [play red button as child points] Good job!
Okay so that’s how you’re going to press the buttons. Can you remind me, which one are you
going to point to if Baby Robot says it the same? That’s right! The green button. How about if he
says it a little different? You’re right again! The red button. You’re so good at this! Now
remember, Robot is going to say a word and Baby Robot is going to try to copy it exactly as
Robot says it. It’s your job to point to the green button when he says it the same and the red
button if it’s a little different. Does that make sense? Let’s see how Baby Robot does! Are you
ready? Okay go ahead Robot! [play words] Was that the same or a little different? [press button
corresponding to child’s response]
Pallet Cleanse
[click screen to start animation] Oh no what happened to Baby Robot! Hm… I wonder if he’s
getting sleepy? What should we do? I wonder if maybe Robot knows how to help him… [click
screen] Wow it looks like Robot is going to help him get recharged so that he can keep learning!
Thank you Robot! It looks like Baby Robot is feeling much better. What do you think? Does he
look like he’s feeling better?
Test Phase (11-20)
Okay now that baby robot is all recharged and ready to go he wants to keep learning! Do you
think you could help him with a few more? Let’s see how Baby Robot does! Are you ready?
Robot and Baby Robot are you ready? Okay go ahead Robot! [play words] Was that the same or
a little different?
Resolution
Wow! Baby Robot learned so much today his teacher is going to be so proud. Thank you so
much for helping us out today you did an amazing job!
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Appendix C

Script for Experiment 2
Introduction
Can you see both of the buttons on the top of the screen? What colors are they? This is my friend
Ollie! Ollie the owl! Ollie is super smart. She made this really cool computer. And what the
computer does is it copies sounds. It plays two sounds that are the exact same right after each
other. But… for some reason it hasn’t been working very well lately. And Ollie’s been using
these two buttons to fix it. So to fix it, the computer is going to play two sounds and if the sounds
are the exact same, Ollie is going to press this green button [click green button]. Could you hear
that? But when it’s a little different, she’s going to press the red button [click red button]. And
that’s how she’s going to fix the computer! Does that make sense?
Practice Phase
Modeled practice
Okay [child’s name] so on these first few Ollie is going to press the button to fix the computer
based on whether it plays sounds that are the same or a little different. It’s job to listen super
close. Do you think you could do that? Are you ready for the first one? Let’s hear the first one
[play practice sounds] Okay let’s see what Ollie says! [click for Ollie to press button]
Same: Oh wow those sounds were the same!
Different: Oh those sounds were a little different! The computer is pretty good right? So
if it’s just a little bit different Ollie will press the red button.
Ready for the next one?
Engaged practice
Okay so on these next few, Ollie is still going to press the buttons based on whether the
computer plays two sounds that are the same or a little different but I wonder if you could guess
before she tells us? Do you think you could do that? [child responds] Great! Thank you so much!
You’re going to be so good at this. [play practice sounds] Were those the same or a little
different? [child responds] Okay let’s see! [play button]
Correct: Oh wow you’re right that was [a little different/the same]! You are such a good
listener!
Incorrect: Almost, that one was [a little different/the same]. Good guessing though!
Ready for the next one?
Test Phase (1-10)
Ollie just told me she has to go home and feed her baby birds! I was wondering if maybe you
could take over the buttons and finish fixing the computer? Do you think you could do that?
[child responds] Wow! Thank you so much! I have a feeling you’re going to be so good at this.
Can you practice pointing with your finger towards the green button on the screen? [play green
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button as child points]. Wow! Look at that! Okay now practice pointing to the red button [play
red button as child points] Good job!
Okay so that’s how you’re going to press the buttons. Can you remind me, which one are you
going to point to if they are the same? That’s right! The green button. How about if they’re a
little different? You’re right again! The red button. You’re so good at this! Now remember, the
computer is going to play two sounds and it’s your job to point to the green button when they are
the same and the red button if they are a little different. Are you ready? Okay listen close! [play
sounds] Was that the same or a little different? [press button corresponding to child’s response]
Pallet Cleanse
[click screen to start animation] Oh no… Did you see that [child’s name]? What happened to the
computer! Hm… What should we do? Let’s see if maybe Ollie knows [click screen] Wow I
guess it was just running low on battery! Thank you Ollie! She’s so good with computers.
Test Phase(11-20)
Okay now that the computer is all recharged, do you think you could help fixing it with a few
more? Thank you so much for your help! Are you ready? Listen close! [play sounds] Was that
the same or a little different?
Resolution
Wow! Thank you so much for your help! Let’s call Ollie over and see if the computer is fixed.
[click screen] Wow! Look at that! You fixed it. You did such a great job!

